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Oshawa-born Lennon and Maisy Stella are quickly becoming a tour de force in the entertainment industry.

NASHVILLE, TN (May 30, 2012) - Currently living in Nashville, Tennessee, 
Lennon and Maisy Stella, aged 12 and 8, are gaining considerable attention 
for their natural acting and music abilities. Their fresh, soulful and captivating 
performances are earning accolades from industry greats including: American 
Idol producers, Simon Lythgoe and Brian C. Robinson; Penny Lazo of 
Universal Music Group; renowned singer/songwriter John Scott Sherrill; 
Grammy award winning artist Alannah Myles; among others.

“I have seen her (Lennon) command venues large and small to pin-drop
silence or wild applause at the drop of a hat.” - John Scott Sherrill, Songwriter for 
Waylon Jennings, George Strait, Josh Turner, Mick Jagger, Willie Nelson

“I have fostered the careers of Taylor Swift, Justin Bieber and Miley Cyrus. Maisy 
exhibits the core talent and exceptional qualities that we desire in an artist.” - 
Penny Lazo, Label Marketing Manager, Universal Music Group

Lennon and Maisy have already performed at legendary venues such as 
the Bluebird Café in Nashville where they played alongside the likes of John 
Scott Sherrill and Fred Wilhelm. Bluebird Café, an internationally recognized 
songwriter’s performance space, is where Garth Brooks was discovered and 
signed with Capitol Records and where “Writers in the Round” was invented. 
On any given night artists such as LeAnn Rimes, John Prine, and Jojo Herman 
may be seen mingling at the Bluebird. Lennon and Maisy have also performed 
at Pucketts, the Listening Room Cafe and the Rutledge Tin Pan South 
(2 years running) in Nashville. In Philidelphia, Lennon and Maisy made a guest 
appearance at the Theatre of Living Arts (TLA) with Ingrid Michaelson. 

Having appeared in Steel Magnolia’s music video “Just by Being You”, 
Margaret Durante’s “Mississippi’s Crying” and The Stellas’ “Riding in the 
Backseat” video, Lennon and Maisy are stirring up interest at Disney for their 
acting and musical talent.

Their warm and engaging performances are also winning hearts on the internet. 
The “lennonandmaisy” YouTube channel features stellar musical performances 
beginning at the ripe, young age of 5 years. With just 11 videos, Lennon and 
Maisy have had over 93,000 views on their channel. On Twitter, Swell Season’s 
Oscar winning duo Hansard and Irglová both commented independently about 
Lennon and Maisy’s astounding rendition of their song “When Your Mind’s 
Made Up” and posted a link to their performance on YouTube.

Lennon and Maisy are truly an un-assuming force to be reckoned with. 
Watch out for home-grown talent, Lennon and Maisy Stella.
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